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To MTS mobile numbers in Moscow and Moscow Region (over 1,500 minutes/month)

To other mobile operators and landlines in Moscow and Moscow Region

(over 1,500 minutes/month)

Effective all over Russia

Incoming calls

Cost of incoming calls

Subscribers will be charged for joint use of the Our Smart package – 50 RUB/month

Outgoing calls to numbers in Moscow and Moscow Region, video calls included (per minute)

You may share the traffic, minutes and SMS from your Our Smart package with up to 5 MTS subscribers within your home region who use any plan, 

excluding Smart Unlimited Ultimate 052016, Smart Unlimited Ultimate 092016, Smart Unlimited Ultimate+ 092016, Hype and Tablet on the terms 

and conditions of the Shared Package.

Voice traffic

effective all over Russia

Internet traffic

To MTS Moscow and Moscow Region and MTS Russia numbers (after the minutes package is depleted)

To all networks of Moscow and Moscow Region and to MTS Russia mobile numbers

To all mobile numbers of Moscow and Moscow Region

Federal number rate, month

City number (if linked with landline)

Landline rate, month

Monthly package includes

Minutes and Internet package are effective all over Russia and in popular countries worldwide (rate plan includes 

“Far Overseas” option)

Share your Internet, minutes and SMS with your family and save on communication services!

Go to My Office or dial *434*1# to share your package under the plan “Shared package” 

Mandatory payments

Our Smart Monthly rate 

Our Smart 25 GB, 1,500 minutes and 1,500 SMS

for entire family

just for 1,000 RUB a month

Federal / City 

Prepaid 

Plan open for new users from 03.04.2018

Plan open for migrating users from 03.04.2018

MTS

You know that you can!

http://www.mts.ru/obshchiy_paket
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Our Smart monthly fee; Mobile Internet; Access without Settings; Video Call; Call Missed!

Subscription Conditions

Details regarding the cost of the start package and the starting balance can be found at the package distribution points.

The starting balance is the discount on MTS services that is provided at the time of activation of the MTS rate plan (purchase and activation of the 

plan) and cannot be paid out in cash equivalent.

Outgoing SMS to subscribers of international operators

For details regarding the cost of international calls go to www.mts.ru – “Calls to other countries” .

Start package

(services included in the plan at the time of connection)

Our Smart monthly fee; SMS notification on services added/removed; Automated balance updates; BIT abroad; Call missed!; Video call; Internet 

Assistant; Easy roaming and international access; Mobile Internet; Mobile Office; Mobile Assistant; Call waiting/on hold; Call redirect (periodic); Short 

Message Service; Access without settings; Conference Call; Caller ID; Total Trust; GOOD'OK; GOOD`OK Smart; Content Ban; Far Overseas.

Services for Migrants to the Rate Plan

(services included in the plan for migrating subscribers)

Mobile Internet

effective all over Russia

1 MB Internet traffic (within the Internet package included in the plan)

Additional 1 GB

(added automatically after the Internet package included in the plan is depleted)

International

Texting (per message)

effective all over Russia

Incoming SMS and MMS

Outgoing SMS to subscribers of MTS and other operators in Moscow and Moscow Region (over 1,500 SMS a 

month)

Outgoing SMS to subscribers of MTS and other operators within Russia

Outgoing calls to other regions of Russia, video calls included (per minute)

To MTS Russia mobile numbers (over 1,500 minutes/month)

To other operators within Russia



0,00

*111*1025#

*100*1#

i.mts.ru

Rate plan is based on prepayment.

This rate plan is not available for modems. Internet access will be limited if SIM cards with this plan are used in a modem. Recommended modem 

plan – “For Laptop”.

1.1.  . Once you join this plan, fees will be charged at the rate 33.33 RUB/day over Month 1.

For those changing to this plan, monthly fee will be charged in full on the date of change. Since Month 2 and on, full monthly fee will be charged on a 

monthly basis, starting from Month 2, on the date that corresponds to the date of activation/change, regardless of the balance on your account.

- If at the time of charging the number is blocked, the amount will be charged on the date of unblocking.

- If the next calendar month has no date similar to the activation date, the fee shall be charged on the last day of the calendar month (i.e., if the 

subscriber activated/changed to the plan on Day 31, the monthly fee will be charged on Day 30);

- no fee will be charged for a full month over which the subscriber was blocked.

First package of minutes, SMS and Internet will be provided on the date of activation/changing of plan in full. Each subsequent package of minutes, 

SMS and Internet will be provided in full on a monthly basis, starting from Month 2, on the date corresponding to the date of activation/change of plan.

The unused minutes, SMS and Internet traffic will not be added to the next month’s package.

1.2.

Upon activation/change of the number to landline, the service app will automatically add a new option – “Unlimited Direct Call Forwarding” / “OFS TSS 

Landline Number” / “SCS Sovintel Landline Number” (depending on the number activated or the numbering capacity used). This option cannot be 

cancelled and it will be removed automatically once the subscriber changes to federal number.

Fee for any of the services above – 304.80 RUB/month.

The fee for “Unlimited Direct Call Forwarding” / “OFS TSS Landline Number” / “SCS Sovintel Landline Number” in the amount of 304.80 RUB/month 

will be debited from your account in equal installments on a daily basis over each calendar month.

Activation of “Unlimited Direct Call Forwarding” will automatically activate a free service – “City Number”.

“City Number” means that you will be given an additional Moscow number with area code “495” with calls redirected to area code “985” with seven-

digits of the numbers coinciding.

Activation of any service “OFS TSS Landline Number” / “SCS Sovintel Landline Number” will automatically activate free service “Contract with OFS”.

“SCS Sovintel Landline Number” or “OFS TSS Landline Number” is the service provided by landline provider LLC Vympelkom /LLC TechStandart-S 

under a trilateral contract between the Subscriber, PAO MTS and LLC Vympelkom / LLC TechStandart-S. The service implies provision of an 

additional number in the local landline network of Moscow City within area code ABC=495 without arrangement of a service link with incoming calls 

redirect to the Subscriber’s number with area code DEF (PAO MTS network).

Service commands

Change to Our Smart plan.

Balance of minutes and SMS

Internet balance and expiry date

The rates above shall be effective from 03.04.2018 for subscribers in Moscow and Moscow Region, providing however they are physically located in 

Moscow and Moscow Region, and within MTS network all over Russia

Buyer of Our Smart package with a golden number is entitled to a 1 year grace period for payment for the service “Golden Number Choice”.

To participate in the promo event, purchase Our Smart package with “Golden Number Package” sticker wherein the “golden number” is already 

included in the start package of services; fill out and sign the form thereby agreeing to the terms and conditions of the promo; comply with terms and 

conditions of the promo event in a proper manner.

The subscriber who complies with terms and conditions over the year becomes exempt from obligation to pay for the service “Golden Number 

Choice”. In the event of early termination of participation in the promo event, the subscriber shall forfeit the right for the grace period and shall pay the 

cost of the service “Golden Number Choice” – RUB 1,500.00 (VAT included) in accordance with terms and conditions of the promo event. For 

purposes herein, early termination shall include:

- changing the rate plans (ULTRA plan excluded) within four months following the package activation;

- contract termination (including migration of number to another operator) over the period of one year following the package activation.

Over the period of four months following the package activation, the participants are entitled to “Voluntary blocking” option on the terms and 

conditions other than standard – starting on the 15th day, the service will cost RUB 35.7.

Changing to this rate plan (the amount due for Month 1 will be charged)



More details:  international roaming    

“Call Missed!” service is free within the “Our Smart” plan (100% discount on daily payment for the service)

 “Content Ban” blocks the orders for content services. If the said services are already ordered, it will automatically unsubscribe them. This 

service is added to “Our Smart” plan automatically upon activation of the package. To deactivate, dial *985#.

When you activate or change to “Our Smart” plan, option “Far Overseas” is activated automatically. If the option is active: 

In Armenia, Czech Republic, Germany, Greece, Hungary, Italy, Malta, Netherlands, Portugal, Romania, Spain, Turkey, the United Kingdom, 

Abkhazia, France, Switzerland, Ukraine, Australia, Egypt, USA, Canada, Israel, Taiwan, Thailand, UAE, India and South Korea:

- incoming calls - 0 RUB/minute (for package of 100 minutes a day); incoming calls in excess of the package – 25 RUB/minute;

- outgoing calls to Russia - 0 RUB (out of the package included in the plan); outgoing calls in excess of the package - 25 RUB/minute;

- Internet - 0 RUB (out of the package included in the plan); when traffic exceeds 500 MB/day, the bitrate is limited to 128 KB/sec until the end of the 

calendar day;

- SMS and other calls (within the country of stay and to other countries) – roaming rates apply.

Extra fee of 250 RUB/day will be charged when you first use the communication services in the abovementioned countries. No additional fee will be 

charged if you do not use the communication services during your travels.

In other countries, excluding South Ossetia, Turkmenistan, Cuba, the Maldives, Andorra, Tunisia, the Seychelles, the Bahamas, Iran, Oman, 

Panama, Tanzania, Madagascar, Jamaica, the Philippines, Guam, Algeria, for satellite systems, marine vessels and aircraft using “Smart Far 

Overseas”:

- incoming calls - 0 RUB/minutes – from Minute 1 to Minute 10 of each call and 25 RUB for each minute thereafter;

outgoing calls to Russia – Minute 1, Minutes 6 and each minute thereafter – roaming rates apply; 25 RUB/minute – from Minute 2 to Minute 5;

Internet - 0 RUB within the quota (Lithuania, Latvia, San-Marino, Hong Kong, Indonesia, Ireland, Sri-Lanka, Tajikistan, Singapore, Malaysia, Slovakia, 

Malta, Sweden, Japan, China, Croatia, Estonia, Liechtenstein, Slovenia, Cyprus, Finland, Austria, Poland, Albania, Kyrgyzstan, Saudi Arabia, Jersey, 

Kazakhstan, Belarus, Georgia, Belgium, Luxembourg, Macedonia, Norway, Vietnam, Bulgaria, Montenegro, SAR – unlimited traffic; after 100 MB a 

day, the bitrate is limited to 128 KB/sec. 

Bosnia and Herzegovina, Gibraltar, Serbia, Moldova, Uzbekistan, Azerbaijan, Denmark, Guernsey, Faroe Islands, Isle of Man, Saudi Arabia, Morocco 

– 30 MB/day; Iceland, Guadeloupe, Trinidad and Tobago, Guyana, Bolivia, Venezuela, Lebanon, Angola, Zimbabwe, Cape Verde, Cameroon Cote 

d’Ivoire, Mauritania, Senegal, Chad, Macao, Brunei, Bhutan, Nepal – 1 MB/day; In other countries not mentioned above – 5 MB/day).

- SMS and other calls (within the country of stay and to other countries) – roaming rates apply.

Extra fee of 390 RUB/day will be charged when you first use the communication services in the abovementioned countries. No additional fee will be 

charged if you do not use the communication services during your travels.

2.1.

Mobile Internet access points - internet.mts.ru, wap.mts.ru.

In the Chukotka Autonomous Region the Internet connection rate is limited to 128 Kbits; in all other regions of Russia the Internet connection rate is 

not limited.

The Internet connection rate may be limited whenever the network is overloaded.

After depletion of the Internet package provided under the plan, you will automatically get new Internet packages until the main package under the 

plan is renewed.

Each additional Internet package is 1 GB for 150 RUB. The additional Internet packages are valid in the MTS network all over Russia. You may get 

up to 15 additional Internet packages a month. Upon depletion of Package 15, the subscriber may continue using the Internet by activating Turbo 

Button.

To cancel the additional Internet packages, dial *111*936#. In the event of cancellation of the additional packages and depletion of the Internet 

package provided under the plan, the subscriber may purchase the required traffic by activating Turbo Buttons.

5.

Total data sent and received is rounded upwards with precision up to 100 KB for traffic through access points internet.mts.ru, wap.mts.ru at the end of 

each Internet session, and every hour when the Internet session goes on. 1 KB = 1,024 bytes, 1 MB = 1,024 KB.

Rates for data transmission over the EDGE protocol or 3G or 4G are the same as for the Internet traffic

7.1. By default, this plan implies prepaid services. For credit payments use service “Total Trust”.

The subscriber is deemed to have ordered “Total Trust” service at the time of choosing the Our Smart plan. 

“Total Trust” services becomes effective after 6 months following the package activation, if:

- the activation date is after 01.04.2014;

- there are no amounts overdue from other personal accounts in the MTS;

- average amount charged over the last 3 months is at least RUB 1,300 (VAT included);

- amount charged during the month immediately preceding the commencement of the “Total Trust” service is at least RUB 1,300 (VAT included) ;

- the number was blocked for a period exceeding 1 day no more than 5 times over the last 3 months. Aggregate period of blocking shall not exceed 

10 days.

For more details regarding this service visit http://www.mts.ru/mob_connect/services/opportunity/ind_credit/ 

You may personally activate “Total Trust” in accordance with terms and conditions of the service.

The GOOD'OK and Smart music package are included in the start package at the time of activation. The GOOD'OK and Smart music are free of 

charge for 60 days following the activation of Smart under the existing plan or until the change to a plan other than Smart package. Upon expiry of 60 

days following the activation date, the Smart package will terminate automatically. If no tunes are connected, the GOOD'OK will terminate 

automatically at the same time with the Smart music service. For details regarding the GOOD'OK visit http://www.goodok.mts.ru/about

http://www.mts.ru/mob_connect/roaming/i_roaming/tariffs/


Calls to short numbers (three to six digits) of the MTS network as well as access to services of the content provider through short numbers are billed 

separately. For more details regarding these services and prices go to Section “Short Number Services” on www.mts.ru or call contact center 8 800 

250 0890 (0890 for MTS subscribers).

Outgoing calls to area code +883140 are billed at the rate of 10 RUB/minute (by the minute); activated discounts and options do not work here, and 

calls are not included in the packages; calls to numbers starting with this code within the MTS network can be made by all customers regardless of 

whether or not the option “International Access” or “Easy Roaming and International Access” is activated. Calls to +883140 are serviced by MTT 

OJSC.

On this rate plan, the cost of access to communication network is included in the price of the package. The rates for ICT services can be changed at 

no cost.

Daily payments under the rate plan shall be construed to mean the subscription fee. Mobile communication and mobile phones shall mean wireless 

telephone communication and telephone numbers of the subscribers of mobile communication providers respectively. City numbers shall mean 

telephone numbers of subscribers of the landline service providers.

            Technical requirements and quality indicators for data transmission and ICT services (addendum to rate plans)  ( 311 KB) 

Outgoing calls to: GTNT (+7954101), GlobalTel (+7954, excluding +7954101, +7954102 and +7954103), Vodafone M2M (+88239) are billed at the 

rate of 79 RUB/minute.

Activated discounts and options do not work for “Dedicated Networks”; calls to numbers starting with this code within the MTS network can be made 

by all customers regardless of whether or not the option “International Access” or “Easy Roaming and International Access” is activated.

Fax transmission/reception is billed at the rates applicable to voice transmission in accordance with the rate plan.

The subscriber whose balance is 0 RUB or smaller (but not lower than 300 RUB) will be entitled only to incoming calls, incoming SMS and calls to 

MTS service numbers for the next 61 days. If at the end of this period your balance is not higher than 0.01 RUB, you will no longer be able to use 

these services.

If the Subscriber does not use the MTS services over the period of 183 days by way of Subscriber(s) Number(s), this will be construed as the 

Subscriber’s unilateral termination of contract with respect to the said number(s).

If paid communication services are not used by the Subscriber Number over the period of 159 days, and the personal account balance is positive, 

communication services shall be billed to this Subscriber Number under the plan “Basic 092013” (for details go to www.mts.ru).

Due to peculiar ways of distribution of radio waves and the local topography, the boundaries between Moscow and Moscow Region and the other 

regions are provisional.

Billing by the minute. All outgoing calls over 3 seconds long are rounded up to the minute. Outgoing calls shorter than 3 seconds are free.

Redirected calls are billed to the number where they are redirected. Calls to federal numbers of subscribers of other mobile operators are billed to the 

region of call.

The abovementioned rates for data transmission/reception over the Internet shall apply, if no cost of traffic is mentioned for the users of resources 

with information and entertainment content.

Whenever access to paid resources is requested over the Internet, the Website will provide information about the cost and terms of access to the 

requested resource. Billing will commence after the user has agreed to the terms and conditions. The resource becomes accessible immediately 

upon the agreement.

The price is given for outgoing/incoming SMS to/from the numbers of mobile network subscribers. If the outgoing SMS is longer than 70 Cyrillic 

symbols or 160 Latin symbols, it will be split into parts and one part will be 67 or 153 symbols long respectively. Each part will be billed as a separate 

SMS.

For details regarding the MMS go to “MMS/Opportunities” at www.mts.ru.

For more details about services/options in this rate plan and terms and conditions visit  

www.mts.ru.

Other Terms and Conditions for Subscribers:

All prices are in Rubles, all applicable taxes included.

http://static.mts.ru/upload/images/files/TP_of_data_transmission_2010.pdf
http://www.mts.ru/mob_connect/messaging/mms/performance_mms/mms/
http://www.mts.ru/
http://www.mts.ru/
http://www.mts.ru/

